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Master Data Services Model
Creating a model is the first step when building a Master Data Services solution. A model is a
container for entities, hierarchies, attributes, etc. When a model is created, a new data version
called “VERSION_1” is also created. The main benefits of models are:




Logical separation of master data
Model security
Versioning

When implemented to support dimensions in a data warehouse or BI applications, a single
Master Data Services model can support multiple physical dimensions. Each model should group
similar kinds of data. In general, master data can be categorized in one of four ways: people,
places, things, or concepts. For example, you may create a Product model to contain productrelated data or a Customer model to contain customer-related data.

A single model is designed to support multiple physical dimensions in various subscribing
systems. While these dimensions may be maintained separately in a subscribing system to
support specific types of analysis, in many cases the master data is related. For example, there
may be a Cost Center dimension with a hierarchy that groups cost centers into functional levels.

There also may be a Company dimension that groups cost centers together into a company or
legal entity structure. While these are separate dimensions with very different hierarchy
structures, the cost center structure is common to both. Master Data Services allows you to create
a model (e.g., Organization) which would include entities for both Cost Center and Company.
Each will have its own unique hierarchy structures, attributes, and security; however, the Cost
Center entity is maintained once with the appropriate relationship to Company and Division.
From this model, Cost Center is defined once with the appropriate attributes (e.g., Division,
Company). The Cost Center-to-Division and Region hierarchy may be derived along with the
Cost Center-to-Company hierarchy.
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System Administration
To manage models and model objects, you must have access to the Master Data Services System
Administration functional area.

The System Administration functional area allows you to create and manage models, entities,
attribute groups, business rules, and derived hierarchies. From here, you can also create or
deploy model package files. The System Administration functional area contains the following
sections:




Explorer
Manage
System

System Administration Menu
Clicking the Explorer menu option launches the System Administration Explorer page where you
may view and edit all the master data models and entities in the system.
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The Manage menu provides links to maintenance pages for models and all model objects. Any
models to which you are granted permission are displayed. Note: Permissions are covered in the
security section.

The System drop-down menu opens the Model Deployment wizard, which you can use to move
MDS models (with or without their data) from one environment to another, such as from a
development environment to a test environment.
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Model Explorer
Model Explorer is the default view when accessing System Administration, and it may be
accessed from anywhere in System Administration via the navigation menu. For models where
you are a Model Administrator, you will see a pictorial representation of the model structure.
Master Data Services uses the images presented below to depict and differentiate model structure
components.

Model

Entity
Domain-based attribute (entity used as an attribute‟s domain)
Free-form attribute
Entity that has one or more explicit hierarchies

The illustration to the right is an example of several models.
When a model is expanded, it appears hierarchically. Models are the
top node; base entities are the first level beneath the model; attributes
appear beneath the entities as domain-based or free-form. Entities that
contain explicit hierarchies are noted.

In the example:
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Organization is the model
Company, Region, and State are base entities
State of Incorporation is a domain-based attribute of Company
Population is a free-form attribute of State
Region contains an explicit hierarchy
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The Model Explorer screen divides the page into left and right. On the left side you may view all
models, entities, and attributes plus relationships between each. The right side depicts a list of
entities supporting the model selected on the left.

Click any model or entity on
the left to view all the entities
for that model on the right.
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Manage Models
From the System Administration functional area, selecting Models from the Manage drop-down
menu displays the Manage Models screen. All models within the system are listed where you are
a Model Administrator. From this page you may:




Edit a model
Add a model
Delete a model

Add model
Edit (rename) selected model
Delete selected model

Adding a Model
To add a model, click the
page.

button on the Model Maintenance page to open the Add Model

You must provide a model name that is unique within the
database. While creating a model you may also:
1. Create an entity with the same name as the
model to serve as the base entity
2. Choose to create an explicit hierarchy on the
default entity (if 1 is selected)
3. Indicate if the explicit hierarchy is mandatory
(if 2 is selected).

By default, these options are enabled. To deselect the options, simply uncheck the boxes.
Note: When a user adds a model, it is not immediately visible to other users (besides the
model administrator) until they have been granted permission to view it. Only the
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user creating the model is immediately granted [update] permissions to the model.
For more information on this topic, see the Security section.

Updating or Removing a Model
Highlight a model name on the Model Maintenance page to enable the Model Edit and Delete
buttons. Click the Edit button to open the Edit Model page and change the name of a model.
Click the Delete button to remove a model from the database.

Deleting a model removes all of the data in the model for all versions of the
model, including all entities, attributes, attribute groups, hierarchies, security
Warning:
assignments, and business rules. Unlike deleting members, this action cannot
be reversed.
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Create a Model
The model created herein, Product_MDS, will form the basis for future examples.

Note:

The model name Product_MDS is used to distinguish it from the Product sample
model that accompanies Master Data Services. As noted above, model names must
be unique within an MDS instance. Over the course of this section, the
Product_MDS model will be developed; it will resemble the Product model.

1. Within the System Administrator functional area, click on Manage from the navigation
menu and select Models from the drop-down menu.

2. Click on the Create Model

button.

3. Add a new model called “Product_MDS”.

4. Click Save.
5. Verify that the model was created and now appears in the list of models.
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Manage Entities
Selecting Entities from the Manage drop-down menu displays the Manage Entities screen.

On this screen, there is a drop-down menu that contains all of the models. Once a model is
selected, all entities for that model are displayed.

You have the option of creating a new entity or selecting an existing entity to edit.
When an entity is selected, you may:
1. Edit the entity to add, edit or delete objects associated with the entity:
a. Explicit hierarchies
b. Free-form, domain-based, and file attributes for leaf members
c. Free-form, domain-based, and file attributes for consolidated members
d. Free-form, domain-based, and file attributes for collections
2. Manage attribute groups
3. Manage business rules
4. Delete an entity.
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Once a model and entity are selected, the following action buttons are displayed:

Add

Add entity

Delete

Delete the selected entity

Edit

Edit the selected entity

Manage Groups

Go to the System Administration: Manage Attribute
Groups screen for the selected entity

Manage Business
Rules

Go to the System Administration: Manage Business
Rules screen for the selected entity

You may also manage entities directly from Model Explorer screen.
Note:
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The edit and add buttons displayed on the right side of the screen are identical to
the edit and add functions in the Manage Entities screen.
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Create an Entity
This example will create a Color entity for the Product_MDS model.

1. Within the System Administration functional area, click on Manage from the navigation
menu and select Entities from the drop-down menu.

2. Ensure that you select the new model before adding the entity.

3. Click on the Add Entity

button.

4. Enter an entity name; for this example use Color. The name must be unique across the
model.

In addition, the following options are available upon creating an entity:




Enable explicit hierarchies and collections for the entity
If creating an explicit hierarchy, there must be a name assigned to the hierarchy
If creating an explicit hierarchy, there‟s an option to make it mandatory
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5. Do not enable explicit hierarchies and collections.

6. Click the Save

button.

7. Return to System Administration – Model Explorer and select the Product_MDS model.

Edit an Entity
1. Select Entities from the Manage drop-down box.

2. Select the model that contains the entity you want to edit.
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3. Highlight the Product_MDS entity; click on the Edit Entity

button.

Back

Back to Model Explorer

Add

Add entity

Edit

Edit the selected entity

Manage Groups

Go to the System Administration: Manage Attribute
Groups screen for the selected entity

Manage Business
Rules

Go to the System Administration: Manage Business
Rules screen for the selected entity

Delete

Delete the selected entity

4. Replace Product_MDS with Product.

5. Click the Save

button.

6. Return to System Administration – Model Explorer and select the Product_MDS model.

Updated entity name
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Edit Entity, Continued
Continuing the Edit Entity task, click Entities from the Manage drop-down menu. Select the
desired model, highlight an entity and click the Edit Entity button.

From here you may manage the primary components of an entity:





Add, edit (rename), or delete explicit hierarchies
Add, edit, or delete leaf attributes
Add, edit, or delete attributes associated with consolidated members (if an explicit
hierarchy is present)
Add, edit, or delete attributes associated with collections (if an explicit hierarchy is
present).

Note that Code and Name are system attributes and may not be deleted.

Before proceeding with entity maintenance, review the components and terminology in the
following sections.
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Model Objects Review
Before covering the details of entity maintenance, quickly revisit the components of an entity.
The review should help reinforce the concepts of explicit hierarchies and attributes.

A Master Data Services database may contain one or more master data models. A model
typically represents a common subject area such as customers, products, financial accounts and
locations. An entity is the foundation of a model. It represents a list of items – often referred to
as members or elements – that share common characteristics. As examples, an entity City
contains a list of cities; an entity Color contains a list of colors.

Attributes
An attribute, or property, further defines or modifies an entity. For example population is an
attribute that further describes a city. An attribute is classified as domain-based, free-form, or
file. Free-form attributes are further classified as text, number, date/time, or link. Every entity
has, at a minimum, two system attributes: Code and Name. Code is required, must be unique
throughout the entity, and often represents the natural key for a source system. Name is optional
but recommended. It further describes the data element and typically appears on reports.
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Domain-based Attribute
One of the three attribute types that you may create is a “domain-based” attribute. A domainbased attribute is an attribute that uses an entity as its data source. For those familiar with
relational database theory, an entity is equivalent to a table, an attribute is equivalent to a column
in the table. A domain-based attribute is a column that essentially acts as a foreign key.

As will be discussed later in this section, domain-based attributes form the basis for derived
hierarchies.

To further describe domain-based attributes, consider an example of three entities, or tables:
1. States
2. Cities
3. Regions

The State entity contains three domain-based attributes:
1. Capital
2. Most Populous
3. Region
The list of capitals and most populous cities is sourced from „City‟; the list of regions is from the
Region entity.
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Extending the example a step further, each city is assigned a state or province attribute. The list
of available states is derived from the state entity. A more advanced use of domain-based
attributes is to create an attribute that refers to the same entity to which the attribute is associated.
In this example Sister City refers to the same list of cities. The term recursive hierarchy is often
used to describe this use scenario.
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Free-form Attribute
The second type of attribute is free-form. As the name implies, free-form attributes are not
restricted to a domain-list. Data entry is restricted to the data type defined when the attribute is
created. A free-form attribute is assigned one of the following four data types:
1. Text
2. Numeric
3. Date
4. Link, or URL

When assigning or updating attributes, the system ensures that the data corresponds to the
attribute data type.

A free-form attribute is equivalent to a standard column in SQL Server.

The third attribute type is file. Once defined, it enables users to upload files to Master Data
Services. The next section will cover this in more detail.
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Explicit Hierarchies
Hierarchies are typically a key component of a model; they form the basis for data analysis and
reporting.
Browse through a company‟s annual report; survey an internal managerial report. In both of
these scenarios, hierarchies are prevalent and a critical means to display financial data – Income
Statements, Balance Sheets, sales by territory, etc. One of the key benefits of Master Data
Services is the ability to use existing master data elements to create a myriad of different types of
hierarchies – each designed to support a specific need.

Master Data Services distinguishes between explicit and derived hierarchies. Each explicit
hierarchy is associated with a single entity. The addition of the first explicit hierarchy to an entity
introduces consolidated member types.


Leaf member types are directly associated with entities.



Consolidated members are parent members within explicit hierarchies.



Consolidated members possess a distinct set of attributes (that are shared across
hierarchies).

An entity contains zero or more user-defined explicit hierarchies. Explicit hierarchies introduce
two system attributes, Code and Name, for consolidated members. Code must be unique
throughout the hierarchies and entity.
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Entity Maintenance
After returning to the Entity Maintenance screen, you can perform all of the necessary entity
maintenance from this area:





Add, edit, or delete an explicit hierarchy
Add, edit, or delete a domain-based, free-form, or file attribute for leaf members
Add, edit, or delete a domain-based, free-form, or file attribute for consolidated members
Add, edit, or delete a domain-based, free-form, or file attribute for collections.

Note that the last two options are accessible if an explicit hierarchy has been created.
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Edit (Rename) an Explicit Hierarchy
1. Select a hierarchy and click the edit button.

2. Enter a new name (must be unique within the entity).

3. Click the save button.
4. View the updated hierarchy name.
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Create an Explicit Hierarchy
As a reminder:





An explicit hierarchy uses consolidated members that are created for the purpose of
grouping other members
All members in an explicit hierarchy come from a single entity
An explicit hierarchy includes all of the leaf members from the entity
Each consolidated member belongs to one and only one explicit hierarchy

To create an explicit hierarchy:
1. Select Manage > Entities from the menu in System Administration.
2. Select a model from the Model drop-down list on the Entity Maintenance page.
3. Highlight an entity from the list of entities.

4. Click the Edit selected member button to enter the Edit Entity screen.

5. Click the Add button in the explicit hierarchies section.
6. Enter a name and optionally clear the “Include all leaf members in mandatory hierarchy”
check box to create the hierarchy as a non-mandatory hierarchy.
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7. View the effect of the new hierarchy.

8. Go to the Explorer functional area. View the effect of the new hierarchy in the Model
View screen or from the Hierarchies navigation menu.

Note:

Existing leaf members are assigned to Root (in the new hierarchy) if a mandatory
hierarchy.
Existing leaf members are assigned to Unused (in the new hierarchy) if a nonmandatory hierarchy.
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Mandatory and Non-mandatory Hierarchies
As noted earlier there are two types of explicit hierarchies: mandatory and non-mandatory.

A mandatory explicit hierarchy is a hierarchy in which all leaf members must be included in the
hierarchy tree. Characteristics of this hierarchy type include:




New members are assigned the parent member „Root‟ if not explicitly assigned a parent
All active members appear in subscription views
You may rearrange the members as needed.

A non-mandatory explicit hierarchy is a hierarchy in which all leaf members do not have to be
included:




New members are assigned the parent member „Unused‟ if not explicitly assigned a
parent (i.e., by default, all members are included in a system-created „Unused‟ node)
Members may be moved from Unused to the hierarchy and vice versa
Unused members do not appear in subscription views

The general recommendation is to adopt the default mandatory setting, particularly for financial
hierarchies. If all leaf members are considered then numerical “roll-ups” are much easier to
reconcile. Non-mandatory hierarchies are useful if not all leaf elements are required for analysis
and reporting. Moreover, you may consider collections in place of non-mandatory hierarchies.
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Create an Attribute
When you create an entity, the Name and Code attributes are automatically created. For each
member of an entity, Code is mandatory and must be unique within the entity. You may not
remove the Name and Code attributes.

You may choose to add additional attributes to further define the members of an entity. For
example, all leaf members of the Product entity may have a Color attribute. Each leaf member
could then be assigned a value for this attribute such as “Black”, “Red”, “Green”, etc.

There are three types of attributes: domain-based, free-form and file. Attributes may be assigned
to leaf members, consolidated members, and collections.

To add a leaf, consolidated, or collection attribute, follow these steps.
1. Select Manage > Entities from the menu in System Administration.
2. Select a model from the Model drop-down list on the Entity Maintenance page.
3. Select an entity from the list of entities.

4. Click the Edit button to open the Edit Entity page.
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5. Click the Add button next to the type of attribute you wish to create (leaf, consolidated,
or collection).
6. Enter the required information as described below:

Free-form Attributes
Control Name

Description

Name

Type a name for the attribute (must be unique to the entity).

Display pixel width

Specify the width, in pixels, for the attribute‟s column in the
member grid.

Data type

Select the data type. Options are:
 Text, which allows input of any character
 Number, which restricts input to numeric values
 DateTime, which allows input of a date
 Link, which contains a URL address which users can
click to reach the specified site.
When a free-form attribute has a Text or Link data type,
specify the number of characters allowed.

Length
Decimals

When a free-form attribute has a Number data type, specify the
number of decimal places following the decimal, from 0 to 7.

Input mask

When a free-form attribute is a Number or DateTime data type,
you must specify an input mask.

Enable change
tracking

Enable change tracking for the attribute. This allows you to
capture change events using business rules.

Change tracking
group

If you are tracking changes to groups of attributes, select a
tracking number for grouping related attributes together;
otherwise, leave as 1.

Domain-based Attributes
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Control Name

Description

Name

Type a name for the attribute (must be unique to the entity).

Display pixel width

Specify the width, in pixels, for the attribute‟s column in the
member grid.

Entity

Select the entity upon which the attribute is based.

Enable change
tracking

Enable change tracking for the attribute. This allows you to
capture change events using business rules.
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Change tracking
group

If you are tracking changes to groups of attributes, select a
tracking number for grouping related attributes together;
otherwise, leave as 1.

File Attributes
Control Name

Description

Name

Type a name for the attribute (must be unique to the entity).

Display pixel width

Specify the width, in pixels, for the attribute‟s column in the
member grid.

File extension

Specify the file extension for the file types that can be
uploaded to this attribute, such as *.xlsx, *.pdf, etc.

Enable change
tracking

Enable change tracking for the attribute. This allows you to
capture change events using business rules.

Change tracking
group

If you are tracking changes to groups of attributes, select a
tracking number for grouping related attributes together;
otherwise, leave as 1.

The Name, Pixel Width, and Change Tracking options are common to all attributes.
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Common Characteristics
The attribute name:




Must be unique within the entity (as noted earlier)
Appears as a column title in the member grid
Appears in subscription views.

The change tracking options are useful for integration and workflow. The „Enable change
tracking‟ and „Change tracking group‟ settings are used in conjunction with the „has changed‟
business rule condition. You may create a business rule to check if an attribute value has
changed and – if so – initiate actions such as start a workflow, send a notification, or change a
value. To use this rule, you must enable change tracking for the attribute. For more information
on this topic, refer to the next section covering business rules.
The „Display pixel width‟ option controls the width of the attribute display in the member grid.
Determining the desired pixel width can be a somewhat iterative process; however, it does
improve the end-user experience, especially on smaller screens. The display option that you
select affects viewable characters. The examples illustrate the different pixel width for the Color
attribute of the Product entity.
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Free-form Attribute
There are four data types associated with free-form attributes. As noted earlier, numbers and
dates require data masks. The data masks format the data during entry.

Create a new leaf attribute to track the number of gears for a product. It is a numeric data type
with no decimals.
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Add three additional leaf attributes to track the:




Model name for a product (Text data type)
Product introduction date (Date data type)
URL of the product site (Link data type).

View the effect of the new attributes in the Edit Entity screen.
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Domain-based Attribute
A domain-based attribute references an entity as the data source. Thus, the attribute sources
possible values from the underlying entity.
For example, consider an attribute to track a product‟s primary color. The attribute is domainbased and uses the Color entity as the source. The list of colors that you may assign to the
product‟s PrimaryColor is sourced from the member list in the Color entity. Thereafter, any
colors that are added to the entity are immediately available in the list of colors that may be
assigned as attributes (ignoring security and business rules in this example).

An alternate method to create a domain-based attribute is from the Model Explorer screen to
drag and drop the entity onto the model. By default the new attribute is assigned the name of the
entity. Thereafter, you may edit the new attribute by highlighting the attribute and selecting the
Edit button.
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When editing an existing domain-based attribute you may:



Rename the attribute to be more helpful to an end-user
Set the width in pixels for the attribute column in the member grid

With the new Color attribute (left side) selected, click on Edit and change the Name and Display
pixel width. Note that you may not change the attribute type or entity.
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File Attribute
File attributes enable you to store “binary” information, such as images, documents, and
presentations. When creating a file attribute you may restrict the list of file types that may be
uploaded via the File extension selection. For example you may want to restrict the attribute to
Adobe PDF file types.

Create a ProductSpec file attribute that restricts uploads to PDF files only.

1. From the Entity Maintenance screen, select the Product_MDS model.

2. View all entities; highlight the Product entity and Edit
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3. Add a leaf attribute.

4. Select the File radio button.
5. Enter the attribute Name, select pixel width, and the File extension properties.
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Upload a File Attribute
Users can now upload a file (restricted to .PDF format) for the File attribute ProductSpec. Take a
moment to visit Explorer, notice the newly created attributes, and set some values – start
working with the new Product_MDS model.

1. Navigate to Explorer to look at the Product_MDS model.

2. View all newly created attributes together with Name and Code.
3. Add Black and Blue members to the Color entity.

4. Create a sample product, Frontier Sport {FRN-SPT-24}.
5. Upload a file into the ProductSpec attribute for the product.
6. Click in a cell under the new file attribute ProductSpec.

7. Notice that the grid is disabled while focus is on the file attribute actions.
8. Select Upload from the menu.
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9. Browse to the file.
10. Select the file.
11. Save.
12. Return to Explorer.
13. Once added, the file‟s presence is indicated with an icon.

14. Mouse over the icon to show the name of the file.

15. Double-click on the icon to upload/view.

16. Right-click and download the file to view.
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Recap on Model Building Blocks
Before beginning the exercises, it‟s time to recap the building blocks of master data models that
have been covered in this section.

The following section will reinforce the concepts of model structure:
 Attributes by member type (leaf, consolidated, collection)
 Entities
 Reusing entities as domain-based attributes
…through an organizational model.

This section will also demonstrate the effect of a model structure on the user interface (Explorer).

Member Type Attributes
Recall the Edit Entity page used to create leaf attributes. The exact same functionality applies to
consolidated attributes and collection attributes.
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Attributes vary by member type. Selecting Leaf or Consolidated members in Explorer will cause
the display of relevant attribute columns. Similarly, collection attributes are shown only when
viewing collections.
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Entities as Domain-based Attributes
To reiterate a theme mentioned earlier, Master Data Services allows any list of entities to be
created so that relationships may be defined separately. This promotes reuse and enables
complex relationships to be modeled.

The entities in the Organization model may be reused multiple times as base entities and as
domain-based attributes.

A single entity can serve as the domain for multiple domain-based attributes. A domain-based
attribute may be renamed appropriate to the role, but the linked entity remains unchanged. Reuse
is important to foster data integrity and lower the maintenance effort.

For example, consider State and City entities (list of states and cities):




State has a Capital city attribute
State has a Most Populous city attribute
Both may be domain-based attributes using the same City entity

The following illustration depicts this example. The State entity is reused to create a State of
Incorporation DBA for the Company entity. The City entity is reused as two domain-based
attributes of State (note the role-appropriate attribute names).
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The following provides a user view of the City and State entities in Explorer. You see the
„Capital‟ and „Most Populous‟ attributes, but one entity: City provides the picklist for both
attributes. Referential integrity is built into the model.
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End-user View of Entities as Attributes
The following images depict the relationship between the System Administration Explorer view
and the User Explorer view. Base, or key, entities are listed directly under the model in System
Administration Explorer. The same entities are presented to the end-user on initial Explorer
access (if there is more than one base entity).

Selecting an entity displays attributes associated with the entity.
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Student Exercises: Model Building
Thus far you have been using the model „Product_MDS‟ to illustrate how to create and extend a
model. Since students may be using a common Master Data Services instance (database) for the
exercises, students should use their initials as a suffix to „Product_‟ when creating a model. This
ensures that each model is unique. For example, John Allen Doe would use „Product_JAD‟ as
the name of his model. Throughout the exercises „Product_%%%‟ refers to the model name
(%%% represents a student‟s initials).
„Product_MDS‟ will appear in the screens as special characters are not permitted in the model
name.

The exercise resembles what was presented earlier. If necessary, refer back to prior
documentation.
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Exercise 1: Create a Model
This exercise will demonstrate how to create the model Product_%%% (remember to use your
initials, not Product_MDS or Product_%%%), which will be built upon in subsequent exercises.

1. From within the System Administration functional area, click on Manage and select
Models from the drop-down menu.

2. On the Model Maintenance page, click on the Add model

button.

3. Type a model name „Product_%%%‟ and click the Save button.
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RESULTS
The new model appears in the list of models and may be further extended to support the
requirements.
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Exercise 2: Create an Entity
This exercise will demonstrate how to create a new entity called Color for the Product_%%%
model created in the previous exercise.

1. From within the System Administration functional area, click on Manage and select
Entities from the drop-down menu.

2. Select Product_%%% from the Model drop-down menu and click the Add entity button.

3. Type an entity name, Color, as illustrated below. Select No for explicit hierarchies and
collections. Click the Save button.
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4. Before proceeding, rename the Product_%%% entity. From the Entity Maintenance
screen, select Product_%%% from the Model drop-down menu.
5. Highlight the entity Product_%%%; click on the Edit Entity

button.

6. Replace Product_%%% with just “Product” in the Entity name field and Save. The name
of the entity is now Product.
7. Rename the explicit hierarchy. From the Edit Entity screen, click on the hierarchy name
Product_%%%, click Edit, change the name to Product and Save. The name of the
hierarchy is now Product.
8. Return to the System Administration Explorer screen and click the Product_%%% model
(on the left side of the screen). On the right Color and Product should appear under
Product_%%% as illustrated below.

Use an Entity a Domain-based Attribute
9. Create a Color domain-based attribute on the Product entity using the new Color entity.
Click Color on the right and then drag and drop it onto the Product entity under the
Product_%%% model on the left.

Color is now a domain-based attribute of the Product entity.
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You may reuse the same entity for multiple domain-based attribute lists.
Note:

For example, if there are several attributes whose domain is the same (e.g., yes or
no), you only need to create the entity once. It may then be referenced multiple
times, by attributes named according to their meanings.

Edit a Domain-based Attribute
Once an entity has been used to create a domain-based attribute, you can:



Rename the attribute to be more helpful to an end-user
Rely on the underlying maintenance of the entity for data changes



Set the display width of the attribute as it will appear in the Explorer member grid.

10. From the System Administrator Explorer screen, select the Color attribute (on the left
side of the screen, under the Product_%%% model and Product entity), click the Edit
selected item button.
11. Change the Name to PrimaryColor and Display pixel width to 100.

(Refer to the slides covering pixel widths for an overview of suggested tips.)

The attribute is now PrimaryColor as illustrated.
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Exercise 3: Edit an Entity
This exercise will demonstrate how to edit an entity within the model Product_%%%.

1. From the Entity Maintenance page, select the appropriate model.

2. All entities within Product_%%% are listed. As the previous exercise looked at the Color
domain-based attribute (entity as an attribute), now select the Product entity. Click the
Edit selected entity button.
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3. The Add, Edit or Delete buttons function similarly across the system. Use them to
maintain the list of explicit hierarchies and three types of attributes for the product entity.
Create a few new free-form leaf attributes.

4. Create a numeric free-form attribute, Gears:
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5. Once the free-form attribute fields are set, click the Save button.
6. Check that the Gears free-form attribute was created successfully.

7. Add the three free-form leaf attributes ModelName, IntroDate, and ProductURL as
illustrated below.
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8. The attribute list for the Product entity should resemble the following:

9. Add a file leaf attribute, ProductSpec, to the Product entity as illustrated below.
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Exercise 4: Edit an Entity – Add Hierarchy
This exercise will demonstrate how to edit an entity within the model Product_%%% and add an
explicit hierarchy: Placement.

1. From the Entity Maintenance page, select the appropriate model.

2. All the entities within the Product_%%% model are listed. Select the Product entity.
Click the Edit selected entity button.

3. Create a new explicit hierarchy: Placement.
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4. Click Add Explicit Hierarchy and enter “Placement” as the explicit hierarchy name as
illustrated below. Be sure to make it a mandatory hierarchy (all leaf members must be
included).

5. Click Save.
6. View the updated entity profile (see below).
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Exercise 5: Complete the Model
This exercise will demonstrate how to add a few new entities and attributes. They will be used
later in the course.
Create Entities
1. From the System Administration functional area, click Manage > Entities.
2. Select the Product_%%% model.
3. Create the entity Category (no explicit hierarchy).
4. Create the entity SubCategory (no explicit hierarchy).
The entity list should resemble the one below:
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Create Attributes
1. Create domain-based attribute SubCategory for the Product entity.
2. Create domain-based attribute Category for the SubCategory entity.

The Product_%%% structure should resemble the one below:
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Attribute Groups
Attribute groups foster usability and control of attributes in the Explorer functional area of
Master Data Services. An attribute group is used to group and order common attributes in an
entity, and appears as tabs in the entity grid in Explorer. If no attribute group is specified, an
entity appears in Explorer with a single tab: “[All Attributes]”.

Other characteristics of attribute groups:



They are associated with a member type (leaf, consolidated, collection)
Useful for entities with many attributes




Groups appear as tabs in the member grid
Name and Code always appear in a group




An attribute may belong to more than one group
May assign security permissions to a group.

Administrators may define attribute groups in order to combine similar attributes into smaller,
more manageable groups. Individual users, or user groups, are then granted access to the defined
attribute groups. This is particularly useful with large attribute sets. Moreover, attribute groups
facilitate collaboration and add an extra layer of security to attribute data. Attribute groups
support user views and limit the number of columns required to be displayed at one time.

Selecting Attribute Groups from the Manage drop-down menu displays the Manage Attribute
Groups screen. This screen displays two drop-down menus that contain models and entities.
Once a model and entity are selected, you can begin creating and editing associated attribute
groups.
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Create an Attribute Group
Attribute groups enable administrators to group similar attributes into smaller, more manageable
groups. Individual users or groups of users can then be granted access to the defined attribute
groups. Particularly useful with large attribute sets, attribute groups facilitate collaboration and
add an extra layer of security to attribute data.

1. To create an attribute group, select Attribute Groups from the Manage drop-down menu
to display the Attribute Group Maintenance page.

2. On this page, there is a drop-down menu that contains all of the models. Once a model is
selected, a second drop-down menu is populated with all of the entities for that model.

3. On the left side of the page, add an attribute group by selecting one of the three types:
leaf groups, consolidated groups, or collection groups. Click on one of the groups so that
the Edit and Add buttons appear.
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4. Click the Add button.
5. Enter a name for the group.

6. Click Save.
7. To assign attributes to an attribute group, expand the group by clicking the plus sign,
select Attributes, and click on the Edit button.

8. Now attributes can be assigned to the group. From the Available list, select the attributes
to assign to the group and click the Add arrow button. To assign all attributes to the
group, click the Add All arrow button.

To select multiple attributes that are not next to each other in the list, press and hold the
Ctrl key while selecting the desired attributes. To select multiple attributes that are next
to each other in the list, press Shift while selecting the first and last attributes in the
desired group.

To rearrange the order in which attributes will be displayed in the group, use the up and
down arrows to change an attribute‟s position in the list of Assigned attributes.
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 Attribute groups automatically include the Name and Code attributes.
 An attribute can belong to one or multiple groups, or to none.
Important:  After the first attribute group is created, the All Attributes tab disappears for
that entity. Attributes that are not assigned to attribute groups do not display in
Explorer for that entity (a useful technique when implementing workflow).
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To assign permissions to an attribute group, expand the group by clicking the plus sign,
select Users or select Groups, and click on the Edit button.

Users

Groups
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From the Available list, select the users or user groups you want to assign to the attribute
group and click the Add arrow button. To assign all users or user groups to the attribute
group, click the Add All arrow button.

To select multiple users or user groups that are not next to each other in the list, press and
hold the Ctrl key while selecting the desired users/user groups. To select multiple
users/user groups that are next to each other in the list, hold the Shift key while selecting
the first and last items in the desired group.

Omitting Attribute Groups
Attribute groups are not required. If you choose not to create any attribute groups, all
attributes will be displayed in Explorer on a single tab labeled “All Attributes.” With this
scenario it is not possible to control the order in which the attributes are displayed.

9. View the effect of the new group in the Explorer (note the new tab above the grid).
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Derived Hierarchies
As a reminder, hierarchies form the basis for analysis and reporting; they are a key component of
a model. Master Data Services distinguishes between explicit and derived hierarchies. Explicit
hierarchies are connected to entities. The addition of the first explicit hierarchy to an entity
introduces consolidated member types.




Leaf member types are associated with entities.
Consolidated members are parent members within explicit hierarchies.
Consolidated member types possess a distinct set of attributes (that are shared across
hierarchies).

Derived hierarchies allow for the automatic creation and maintenance of hierarchy paths based
on attribute relationships and hierarchies. You can view and maintain the hierarchy relationships
by changing attribute values in the hierarchy area of Explorer. For example, if a derived
hierarchy is created where product is assigned to subcategory and subcategory is assigned to
category, this will enforce the structure of the “Category” hierarchy. You will not be able to
move a product directly to a category, without reassigning the subcategory to a category first or
moving the product to a different subcategory.

Derived hierarchies are formed via attribute relationships. When creating a hierarchy you
connect related attributes to form a level-based hierarchy. Changes to the attribute are
automatically reflected in the hierarchy. Conversely, hierarchy changes will update attributes and
data relationships are enforced. For example, you may not move from level 3 to level 4 or a
product may be assigned to a subcategory, but not a category.

The following diagram illustrates a derived hierarchy through a geographical example. Each
store is assigned a postal code (attribute). Each postal code is assigned a city; each city is
assigned a state or province; and each state-province is assigned a country. A hierarchy is formed
by connecting the attribute relationships.
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The above example as displayed in Master Data Services:

Two more advanced types of derived hierarchies are



derived hierarchies with explicit caps
recursive hierarchies.
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Derived hierarchies with explicit caps
A derived hierarchy with an explicit cap is the combination of an explicit hierarchy and one or
more domain-based attributes. Cap implies that the top portion of the derived hierarchy is
explicit. It is considered a type of derived hierarchy and employs the same method to create a
derived hierarchy. Derived hierarchies with explicit caps are useful when part of an explicit
hierarchy may be converted to derived (recommended practice).

To create a derived hierarchy with explicit cap:

1. Select Manage > Derived Hierarchies from the menu in System Administration.
2. Select a model from the Model drop-down list on the Derived Hierarchy Maintenance
page.
3. Click the Add button to open the Add Derived Hierarchy page.
4. Type a name for the hierarchy.
5. Click Save.
6. On the Edit Derived Hierarchy page, in the Available Entities and Hierarchies pane, click
an entity or hierarchy and drag it to the Current Levels pane.
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7. Continue dragging entities to build the hierarchy.

Note that the Zone explicit hierarchy is associated with the StateProvince entity. It will
form the top of the Area derived hierarchy.
8. Finally, drag the Zone explicit hierarchy to the top (“cap”) level of the derived hierarchy.




Important:





You may only have one explicit hierarchy in a derived hierarchy
with an explicit cap.
You may use the same explicit hierarchy in multiple derived
hierarchies with explicit caps.
You may only place an explicit hierarchy at the top of a derived
hierarchy (not at any other level).
Non-mandatory explicit hierarchies are not allowed in a derived
hierarchy.
You may not assign hierarchy member permissions to a derived
hierarchy with an explicit cap.
If you assign security permissions to either the explicit hierarchy
or the derived hierarchy individually, it affects both hierarchies.
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Recursive Hierarchies
A recursive hierarchy is a derived hierarchy that uses a reflexive (self-referencing) domain-based
attribute. An example is an employee-to-manager relationship.

To create a sample recursive derived hierarchy using sample data, follow these steps.

Using the Employee model, create a Manager attribute which is based on the Employee entity:

1. Select Manage > Entities from the menu in System Administration.
2. Select the Employee model from the Model drop-down list.
3. Click the Add button to open the Add Entity page.
4. In the Entity Name field, type Manager.
5. In the Enable explicit hierarchies and collections drop-down list, select No.
6. Click Save.

Add a domain-based attribute to the Employee entity:

1. Select Manage > Entities from the menu in System Administration.
2. Select the Employee model from the Model drop-down list.
3. Select the Employee entity in the list and press the Edit button.
4. In the Leaf Attributes section, press the Add button.
5. Select the Domain-based radio button.
6. In the Name field, type Manager.
7. In the Entity drop-down list, select Employee.
8. Click Save.

Now to create a recursive derived hierarchy:

1. Select Manage > Derived Hierarchies from the menu in System Administration.
2. Select the Employee model from the Model drop-down list on the Derived Hierarchy
Maintenance page.
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3. Click the Add button to open the Add Derived Hierarchy page.
4. Type a name for the hierarchy.
5. Click Save.
6. On the Edit Derived Hierarchy page, in the Available Entities and Hierarchies pane, click
the Employee entity and drag it to the Current Levels pane.
7. Click the Manager entity and drag it to the Current Levels pane to create the recursive
relationship (i.e., the Manager attribute has the Employee entity as its domain).
Note that the „Anchor null relationship‟ checkbox is now displayed. While this box is checked,
there are no additional entities available for selection.

Option 1: Select the Anchor null relationship checkbox
When selecting this box, any employees having a blank value in the Manager attribute will have
the Root as their parent.


In the example shown below, because Ben Miller and Brian Goldstein have no Manager
assignment…
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… they will be located directly below the Root in the hierarchy.

Option 2: Deselect the Anchor null relationship checkbox
When placing another level above the Manager level, it is necessary to deselect the Anchor null
relationship checkbox. Upon doing so, the available entities will be displayed and hierarchy
building can resume.
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To continue with this example, click the Department entity and drag it to the Current
Levels pane as illustrated below.
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Now, Ben Miller and Brian Goldstein are no longer located directly below the Root.
Instead, they are located below the Department to which they are assigned.



Important:



You may not have more than one recursive hierarchy in a derived hierarchy.
You may not assign member permissions (on the Hierarchy Members tab) to
members in a recursive hierarchy.
Recursive hierarchies cannot include circular relationships. For example,
Carol Philips cannot be Ben Miller‟s manager if Ben is her manager (in the
example above). Also, Carol cannot manage herself.
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Create a Derived Hierarchy
The following steps describe how to create a derived hierarchy. This images below illustrate a
derived hierarchy that is formed via relationships between Product (first, or lowest, level) ►
Product SubCategory ► Product Category ► Product Group (top level).

The structure would appear as follows:

Product LL Fork is assigned to subcategory Forks which is assigned to category Components
which is assigned to the Wholesale product group. This is the derived hierarchy structure created
in the following steps.

1. Select Manage > Derived Hierarchies from the menu in System Administration.
2. Select a model from the Model drop-down list on the Derived Hierarchy Maintenance
page.
3. Click the Add button to open the Add Derived Hierarchy page.
4. Type a name for the hierarchy.
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5. Click Save.
6. On the Edit Derived Hierarchy page, in the Available Entities and Hierarchies pane, click
an entity or hierarchy and drag it to the Current Levels pane.

The Derived Hierarchy Maintenance screen is comprised of three sections:
a) Available entities and explicit hierarchies (updated as you build the hierarchy)
b) Working area – where you connect available entities and explicit hierarchies to
form a new level
c) Member preview – to see the effect of the new hierarchy from a user perspective
(updated as you build the hierarchy).

7. Drag the lowest level (entity) to Current Levels to form the first level.

Note that the Available Entities and Hierarchies pane is updated to display the available
attributes or explicit hierarchies associated with the recently selected level.
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8. Drag remaining attributes to Current Levels.
9. Optionally “cap” the derived hierarchy with an explicit hierarchy (as described earlier).

To rename a level in a derived hierarchy:




Click on the level to rename
Change the column name
Click Save and the column is renamed.

This is a useful practice for integration purposes.

If desired, you may wish to hide one or more levels of the hierarchy in the Explorer functional
area so they are not visible to end-users. To hide a level of a derived hierarchy:

1. On the Edit Derived Hierarchy page, select the level of
the hierarchy to hide.
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2. In the Visible drop-down list, select No.
3. Click to Save the change. Preview shows the level is used for its relationship, but no
longer appears in the hierarchy.

When deleting derived hierarchy levels, you may only delete the top-most level and work your
way down. To delete the top level of a derived hierarchy:
1. Click the top level.

2. Click Delete

button to remove the level.

Once the derived hierarchy is created it is accessible in Explorer (assuming that security
permissions are inherited or assigned).
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Model Building Considerations
A few final thoughts on Master Data Services models:




Master Data Services allows for a highly iterative design-build-maintain approach
Careful logical analysis and design of entities, attributes, and attribute groups before
implementation is recommended
When designing models, remember other drivers for the model design (beyond those
inherent in the data):
 The model design controls not only the data relationships but the method by which
the GUI displays information to the end-user
 Attribute Groups are also a useful security mechanism
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Carefully consider the relationships between attributes, attribute groups, and security.
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Student Exercises: Extending the Model
Consider the following business requirements, all derived from real world Master Data Services
users. For this exercise, continue using the Product_%%% model.
1. For each product, it is necessary to include a product presentation – a photo which must
be in the form of a JPEG from product marketing.
2. For each product, store the product price (to two decimal places).
3. Every leaf-level product has a product manager. There are only three product managers:
Tracy, William, and Anne. Allocate one of these to each product.
4. Marketing produces a price sheet in Excel. Each sheet details all the products per product
group (which is the level of consolidated members) in the Product explicit hierarchy.
Load the spreadsheet file per product group (consolidated member).
Here‟s what will be needed to complete the assignment above:



Create an attribute group, Product Management, for the leaf attributes above.
Create some sample products and sample product groups (a hierarchy) to showcase the
right attributes and hierarchy structure. (It doesn‟t matter what groups which product roll
into, just make up hierarchy relationships.)

Take a closer look at each requirement before proceeding. Here is the list of leaf and
consolidated attributes corresponding to the requirements.
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A new attribute group will be needed, as well as a new Product Manager entity. Finally, several
new members are necessary to satisfy the requirements (leaf members for the Product Manager
and Product entities and consolidated members for the Product entity).

This is how the members will appear in the Entity Explorer.
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This is how the members will appear in the hierarchy area of Explorer.
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Exercise 6: Create an Attribute Group
Attribute groups allow administrators to group similar attributes into smaller, more manageable
groups. Individual users, or user groups, can then be granted access to the defined attribute
groups. This is particularly useful with large attribute sets; attribute groups facilitate
collaboration and add an extra layer of security to attribute data.

This exercise will demonstrate how to create an attribute group and add attributes to the group.

1. Navigate to the Manage Attribute Groups screen and select a model.

2. Select the Product_%%% model and the Product entity as illustrated below.

3. Highlight Leaf Groups with a click.
4. Click the Add button to add an attribute group.
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5. Enter a name, Marketing, for the new attribute group.

6. Click Save.
7. Expand the Marketing group to show Attributes, Users and Groups. Click to highlight
Attributes.

8. Click the Edit selected item button to start adding attributes to the group.
9. Add ModelName, ProductURL, and ProductSpec from the Available pane to the
Assigned pane.



Highlight attributes on the left and move to the right.
Use the icons to move attributes forward and back.



Use the up/down icons to rearrange selected Assigned attributes in order of
presentation.
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10. Click the Save button and review the updates to the attribute group.
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Exercise 7: Create a Derived Hierarchy
This exercise will demonstrate how to create a derived hierarchy, based on existing attribute
relationships, to organize products based on category.

Unlike past exercises, this exercise will use a different model, Product_###, to create a derived
hierarchy. The model is pre-existing and contains member data. Your instructor will have
assigned a unique number to you at the beginning of the class. You will access the Product_###
model during this exercise. For example, if you have been assigned the number 5, you will use
the Product_005 model during the exercise. It resembles the Product sample that accompanies
the product installation.

1. Navigate to the Manage Derived Hierarchies screen to select a model.

2. Select the Product_### model and click Add derived hierarchy button.
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3. Enter a derived hierarchy name, Product Group, and click to Save the derived hierarchy.

4. From the Available Entities and Hierarchies section on the left, drag the Product entity to
the Current Levels section.

Note the updated list of Available Entities and Hierarchies (see below). Also note the
Preview column on the right. Both are continuously refreshed as the hierarchy is created.

5. From the Available Entities and Hierarchies section on the left, drag the
ProductSubCategory entity to the Current Levels section.
6. From the Available Entities and Hierarchies section on the left, drag the ProductCategory
entity to the Current Levels section.
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7. From the Available Entities and Hierarchies section on the left, drag the ProductGroup
entity to the Current Levels section.

The screen should resemble the one below, with Products rolling up into
ProductSubCategory ► ProductCategory ► ProductGroup.
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Exercise 8: Edit a Derived Hierarchy
This exercise will demonstrate how to rename a level of the derived hierarchy.

1. Click the ProductSubCategory level and change the
Column name to SubCategory as illustrated.

2. Click Save.

RESULT
The derived hierarchy is now accessible in Explorer.
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Metadata Model
The Metadata model is a system model that is delivered with Master Data Services. It is updated
automatically as you create or update “metadata.” Metadata in this context refers to:






Models
Entities
Hierarchies (explicit and derived)
Attributes
Attribute groups

The Metadata model includes five entities, each of which represents a type of master data model
object that supports user-defined metadata.

Entity Name

Purpose

Model Metadata Definition

Manages the user-defined metadata for all models in a
Master Data Services instance.

Entity Metadata Definition

Manages the user-defined metadata for all entities in a
Master Data Services instance.

Attribute Metadata Definition

Manages the user-defined metadata for all attributes in a
Master Data Services instance.

Hierarchy Metadata Definition

Manages the user-defined metadata for all hierarchies in
a Master Data Services instance.

Attribute Group Metadata
Definition

Manages the user-defined metadata for all attribute
groups in a Master Data Services instance.
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All model objects that support user-defined metadata are represented as members in one of the
five entities above. For example, in the Model Metadata Definition entity, a member might
represent the Product model, while another member might represent the Customer model (as
illustrated below).

In the Attribute Metadata Definition entity, a member represents an attribute (DealerCost in the
example screen below).

To define metadata for a model object, populate its member attributes. For example, you might
populate the DocumentationURL member‟s Description attribute with the text: “Location of the
product documentation.”
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Members in the Metadata model are automatically updated whenever model objects that support
user-defined metadata are added or deleted.

The Metadata model possesses the same functionality available in user-defined models. For
example, you may implement a set of business rules within Metadata entities to enforce data
policies. Another example is to create attributes to manage metadata processes.

Metadata model characteristics:



Created automatically when you create a Master Data Services database
Only one version of the metadata model – may not create additional versions




Cannot be deleted
Cannot create hierarchies or collections on the five entities used to support user-defined
metadata.

Metadata Explorer
As you are managing data in Explorer, metadata about the selected object is accessible via
the View metadata

button.
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In the example above, selecting View metadata button displays the following metadata about the
entity:

Note that the description corresponds to the value entered in the Metadata model (see below).

Thus, the Metadata model is a method to further describe the models, entities, hierarchies and
attributes. It promotes a more usable system. Examples of how to browse model, hierarchy,
attribute, and attribute group metadata are covered next.
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Browse Model Metadata
Follow these steps to view the metadata available about the Product model:

1. Select the Product model, any version, and click Explorer from the main screen.
2. On the Model View page, press the View metadata button to open the Metadata Explorer
window.
3. The metadata about the Product model is displayed (see below).
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Browse Attribute Metadata
Follow these steps to view the metadata available about the Product entity‟s attributes:

1. Choose the Product model, any version, and click Explorer from the main screen.
2. From the Entities menu, select Product.
3. Click the View Metadata button to open the Metadata Explorer window.
4. Expand the Filters pane.
5. In the Metadata type drop-down list, select Attribute.
6. In the Model drop-down list, select Product.
7. In the Entity drop-down list, select Product.
8. In the Attribute drop-down list, select any attribute.
9. The metadata about the selected attribute is displayed.
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Browse Attribute Group Metadata
Follow these steps to view the metadata available about the Product entity‟s attribute groups:

1. Select the Product model, any version, and click Explorer from the main screen.
2. From the Entities menu, select Product.
3. Click the View Metadata button to open the Metadata Explorer window.
4. Expand the Filters pane.
5. In the Metadata type drop-down list, select Attribute group.
6. In the Model drop-down list, select Product.
7. In the Entity drop-down list, select Product.
8. In the Attribute drop-down list, select any attribute group.
9. The metadata about the selected attribute group is displayed.
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Browse Hierarchy Metadata
Follow these steps to view the metadata available about the Product model when the model is
first created.

1. Select the Product model, any version, and click Explorer from the main screen.
2. From the Hierarchies menu, select any hierarchy.
3. Click the View metadata button to open the Metadata Explorer window.
4. The metadata about the selected hierarchy is displayed.
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Recap
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